
First Nine Weeks 

 

Pacing Standards of Learning “I Can” Statement 

HME Unit and Big Ideas 
Fluency Plan: 
- Multiplication and  
  Division Situations 
- Patterns and Strategies 
 
-Order of Operations 
 
Recommended Lessons 
All (FP-1 through FP-6) 
 
VDOE ESS Sieve of 
Eratosthenes (SOL 5.3a) 
 
4th Gr. Lessons 1-8 
(Factors and Prime  #’s) 
and 1-9, Activity 2 (Even 
and Odd Numbers); 5th 
Gr. Lesson 8-1,  
 
Activity 2 (Prime 
Factorization) 
8-2 and 8-3 

 
VDOE ESS Order out of 
Chaos (SOL 5.7) 
 
Approximate Timeframe 
11 days 
 
End of Unit Assessment 
1 day 
 

5.3a Primes and composites 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.3b Odds and evens (Relate 
even numbers to factors and 
divisibility: “having 2 as a 
factor” and “being divisible by 
2.”) 
 
5.4 Single-step practical 
problems with whole numbers 
(x, ÷) 
 
 
5.7 Evaluate whole number 
expressions using order of 
operations 

5.3a 
● I can identify and describe the characteristics of prime and composite numbers. 

○ I can explain what makes a number prime or composite.  
○ I can find multiples and the least common multiple of a given number. 
○ I can find factors and the greatest common factor of a given number. 
○ I can use models to show if a number is prime or composite. 

 
 
5.3b 

● I can identify and describe the characteristics of even and odd numbers. 
○ I can explain what makes a number even or odd. 
○ I can make pairs to show if a number is even or odd. 
○ I can use models to show if a number is even or odd. 

 
5.4 

● I can decide which strategy to use to solve single-step practical problems. 
● I can estimate the solution to practical problems. 

 
 
5.7 

● I can identify the order of operations in an expression. 
○ I can identify an expression where the first step has been solved 
○ I can decide when to multiply/divide and add/subtract from left to right 

● I can find the value of an expression using order of operations. 

 
 

HME Unit and Big Ideas 
Unit 1: 
- Multiplication and  
  Division Situations 
- Equations and Problem  
  Solving 
 
Hands on Equations:  
- Level 1 
Note that Hands on 
Equations is our primary 
resource for SOL 5.18c. 

5.4 Single-step and multistep 
practical problems with whole 
numbers (+, -, x, ÷) 
 
 
5.14 Construct a sample space 
 
 
 
 
 

5.4 
● I can decide which strategy to use to solve single and multistep practical problems. 
● I can estimate the solution to practical problems. 

 
 
5.14 

● I can make predictions using a sample space I constructed. 
○ I can create a sample space (tree diagram, list, or chart) to show all combinations/outcomes 

● I can determine the probability of an outcome using a sample space I constructed. 
○ I can create a sample space (tree diagram, list, or chart) to show all combinations/outcomes. 

● I can determine the probability of an outcome as a fraction. 

http://www.doe.virginia.gov/testing/solsearch/sol/math/5/mess_5-3a.pdf
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/testing/solsearch/sol/math/5/mess_5-3a.pdf
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/testing/solsearch/sol/math/5/mess_5-7.pdf
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/testing/solsearch/sol/math/5/mess_5-7.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zSUeX5oUF713gqyIHsh_b1fub6Lf7ysQ55tPxllE-sc/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rjZK6RAxMWyz1SOpRXmz-eW9yvb_STkJtvjLMw3b8ew/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/108hcJrHrtQecZIWYawNkwb7VYXO4qs96GPxi6qqNYyA/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SNFbQMtpwT06uyDpZIk0bGhM1tdvHChnC_caPJBl-VA/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/108hcJrHrtQecZIWYawNkwb7VYXO4qs96GPxi6qqNYyA/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Mjc8L1qxbwMTXYmxiIhADrOU9oDdXeESkWRY_0lA2G8/copy


 
Recommended Lessons 
All (1-1 through 1-11) 
 
Hands on Equations 
Lessons 1-7 
 
Approximate Timeframe 
24 days 
 
End of Unit Assessment 
1 day 

5.17 Describe the relationship 
in a number pattern     
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
5.18a Describe the concept of 
variable 
 
 
 
 
5.18b&d Open sentence to 
represent a mathematical 
relationship, using a variable 
(and vice versa) 
 
5.18c Model one-step linear 
equations in one variable, 
using addition and subtraction 

5.17 
● I can explain the rule in a numerical or geometric pattern using concrete materials. 
● I can explain the rule in a numerical or geometric pattern using words, tables or symbols. 
● I can explain what a variable is and how it is used in patterns. 
● I can fill in missing numbers or symbols in a given pattern. 
● I can write an expression with a variable to represent a pattern. 

 
5.18a 

● I can describe a variable 
○ I can describe why a variable is used. 
○ I can describe why a variable is useful. 
○ I can represent an unknown quantity with a variable (box, letter, symbol). 

 
5.18b&d 

● I can write an open sentence with addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division using a variable to 
represent a missing number. 

● I can create a word problem to match a given open sentence with a variable and one operation. 

 
5.18c 

● I can use manipulatives to model an equation with addition or subtraction. 

HME Unit and Big Ideas 
Unit 2: 
Perimeter and Area of… 
- Rectangles 
- Triangles 
- Other Polygons 
 
Recommended Lessons 
2-1 through 2-3; 2-5 and 
2-6; (leave 2-4 until after 
testing) 
 
Approximate Timeframe 
7 days 
 
End of Unit Assessment 
1 day 

5.8a Find perimeter and area in 
standard units 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.8b Differentiate between 
perimeter and area 

5.8a 
● I can find the perimeter of a polygon with and without diagrams in standard units of measure. 

○ I can recall and use the formula for perimeter. 
○ I can determine the perimeter of a polygon when the lengths of each side is given. 
○ I can determine the length of unknown sides of a polygon to find the perimeter. 
○ I can determine the perimeter of a rectangle when the length and width are given. 
○ I can determine the perimeter of a square when the length of one side is given. 

● I can find the area of a polygon with and without diagrams in standard units of measure. 
○ I can recall and use the formula for area. 
○ I can determine the area of a rectangle when the length and width are given. 
○ I can determine the area of a square when the length of one side is given. 
○ I can determine the area of a right triangle. 

■ I can determine the relationship between a rectangle and right triangle. 
■ I can use the relationship between a rectangle and right triangle to find the area of a 

right triangle. 
● I can find the volume of a solid with and without diagrams in standard units of measure. 

○ I can recall and use the formula for volume. 
● I can record the solutions to area, perimeter, and volume in U.S. Customary units and metric units. 
● I can record the solutions to area, perimeter, and volume with the appropriate unit of measure (square, 

cubic) 

 
5.8b 

● I can differentiate among the concepts of area, perimeter, and volume. 
● I can determine when to use area, perimeter, or volume. 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MTUFBpRc0Po97vpJxhu-fEbOpNzWZqtxU4uNgSRWocI/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PRR56fgqaCW0JXlqzEkeiss5BbxwGhhqiADVy-OUkU8/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h-uILkvsxpW5scbAWrH_5gCjNVsE1DQcyGrTjJDOa88/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Cs-C7XE85YR_4j9-BReDVm1YxHGEMXi3KG4iCXcrh9o/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tnMJDMY1pS97DQU1L4jzIBwl2PuGXeTwtsjArj6wgwk/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ElBTUl3ItitmTcFd3eF_DlqAWlL89kKp6gDOKurpUJk/copy


 


